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SECURITY REPORT
Homer Simpson Edition
AUSTIN L. BURTON
Co-Managing Editor

MargeSimpson: Homer,that's
the worst thing you have ever

done.
Has there ever been a better
Homer: Marge, you've said
quote machine in the history of that so many times it's lost its
television than Homer Simpson? meaning.
For almost 15 years, everyone's
Wednesday, 10-16-02
favoritefat, bald,andlazyguyjust
Asyringe was found onthe South
brings it, episode after episode.So
this Security Report is dedicated side of the Lemieux Library. CPS
placed itin a...ah, never mind.
to Simpson:Homer...that is all.

"I'm whizzing with thedoor
open...andI
loveit!"
Tuesday, 10-15-02
While patrolling theparking lot
on the West side of the Lemieux
Library at 3:30 p.m., a Campus
Public Safety worker saw what
lookedlike a man urinating inthe

"STEALING? What haveI

also missing) abouteight hours before. The bike is described as a
silver Gary Fisher model.

break yours."
Saturday,10-19-

-02
An Xavier Hall

"Youknow Moe, mymom
once said something that really
stuck withme. She said,
'Homer,you're a big disappointment', and Godbless her
soul,she was reallyon to
something."

resident fell andhit
her head on a sink.
CPSandEMTsex-

'^^^^^^

aminedthe victim, whohadinjured
hermouthand head,and transported
her to a nearby hospital for treatment. Shereturned to school a few
hours later.

Friday, 10-18-02

taught you? Why do you think I Ataround midnight,aBellarmine
took you to seeall those Police HallRAcalled CPS regardingalcohol and noise violations on their
Academy movies?For fun?
Well,I
didn't hear anybody
floor.In theroom inquestion,seven

"Youtried your best and you
failed miserably. The lessonis:
never try."

laughing, DID YOU?"

Saturday, 10-20-02
underagestudents werecaught with
open and unopened containers of
At 8 p.m., CPS and the fire dealcohol.The alcohol was disposed partment responded to a fire alarm
Thursday, 10-17-02
At 8:30 a.m., a student reported ofand the incident forwarded to the that went off in the Murphy Apartlot. When the CPS officer ap- hisbike stolen from theNorthside student conduct system.
ments. After navigating their way
proached, the man took off run- of CampionTower.Thevictim said
through the smoke-filled hallway
ningand hoppedona Metrobus to hehad parkedhisbikeand locked it
"Bart, since you broke
and apartment, theculprit wasfound
with a cable-style lock (which was
to be burnt food in the oven.
escape.
Grandpa's teeth,he gets to

"Son,a woman islike a beer.
Theytaste good,they smell
good,you'd step over your
mother to get one!But you
can't stop with just one.You
wannadrink another woman."

Saturday, 10-20-02
Someone fell down the stairsin
the Murphy Apartments.The person was "very intoxicated," underage, and stupid. CPS found
them lying at the baseof the stairwell.The student wastransported
toalocalhospital formedical treatment.Thestudentreturned tocampus some hours later, having not
suffered any serious injuries.

Stock market affects SU tuition, growth
AUSTINL.BURTON
Co-Managing Editor
When a school already charges
more than $18,000 per year in tuition, thelast thingitsstudents want
to hear about is a tuition hike.
But that is almost guaranteed to
happen next year, and for years to
come,given thatSeattleUniversity's
endowment fund has seen a substantialdrop in value.
In a preliminary report for the
fiscal periodendingon Aug. 31, the
SUendowment fund was valued at
almost $119.5 million, about $37
million less than it was two years
ago. The fund's valuehad dropped

11.2

percent

in 2002. With less

andputitintoU.S Treasuries,which
is averysecure investment.But the
moresecure the investment,theless
you'regoing toearn on it.
You get paid apremium for tak-

encing a decline,
that number will
continue to fall.
Sundborg expects
nextyear's endowment money to land

somewhere between $5 and $6
million.

"Right now [the
marketslide]hasn't
impacted it as

"Ifyou don't have a strong

endowment, tuition has to be
higher for the same
" product
value.

take withthesefunds. You SU.
don't want to take too
'Tuition will go up. There's no
much because you'll lose question inmy mind tuition willgo
upnext year,"Ransmeierconcludes.
it all."
Despite the falling num- "I don't think it's going to go up
bers, Sundborg says stu- dramatically, but whatever it's godents shouldn't be ing to goup, it wouldhave goneup
concerned... at least not less if the investment returns had

much," Sundborg

pectedOctober starting
until

(te

xt June.
"When the
irket's goldown as

othermembersallhaveprofessional

yet. Theendowmenthas grownex-

—

ponentially, from $80 million in
1997 Sundborg's first year at
SU— to as high as $156 millionin
2000. And Sundborg says he expects thenumbers to pick back up.
"It's notsomething that the University itself is concerned about,"
Sundborg said.
or somanagementcompanieshired
"We're in this forthe longterm.
by the committee areonthehot seat We have very solid investment
so far, since the loss ofendowment policy.
dollars are morea result of the market than bad investments.
"Youcan't defy thelawsof gravity," Ransmeier said. "Thislast period was brutally hard on the endowment.
backgrounds infinancial planning,
stock market trading, and commercialreal estate.
The committee also hired Bill
Wurts ofWurts and Associates (an
institutional investment consulting
firm) to evaluate the managers.
Ransmeier says noneofthedozen

"Over the period of time it will

prove verybeneficial.It has in the
past, and it willin the future.
"We'II ridethis through,"he continues. "There will be better times
ingalittlerisk,"Ransmeier and the students will benefit from
m said. "The trustees who that."
oversee the investment
But until then, the market's bad
committee determine what fortunes will put a hurting on the
level of risk we want to wallets of those paying to attend

DENIS RANSMEIER, VP OF FINANCE

money available for scholarships said. "But because it is lower, it
and operating costs, students will means we have alower amount of
have to pay higher tuition to fill the reserveswecan use for whenwe're
doinga project."
gap"lf you don't have a strong enFor example,construction on the
dowment, tuition has to be higher old StudentUnion Building— which
for the same product value," said will be remodeled and turned into
Denis Ransmeier,VicePresidentof theSchool of Theology andMinis—
Finance and Administration."It af- try has already been pushedback
from an ex-

been better."

Correction:
Last week's feature review for
themovie SiR:Just a normal guy
attributedtoJamieGarcia.The
byline should have read Jamie

New Student Speak Out

has been,
"Ifin a reallydownmarketyou'ye
.■ amount
ot money got a manger who's consistently
that's avail- hitting home runs, the odds are he
able through isn't doing what you hired him to
this endow- do.He's eithertakingextrarisks,or
—
men t to he's putting money in Las Vegas
pay for your casinos or something."

fects thenetcostofgoingto school."
The SU endowment is a collection of investment funds financed
by donations to the school. The
University cannot use the donated
money itself, only the income generated through theinvestments. FatherStephen Sundborg SJ, University President,says the school only
spends five percent of the
endowment's market value over the

.

ing the Investment Committee are

endowmentis currentlyresponsible chairman and former Safeco CEO
for about $7.5 million a year in Boh Dickey, Costco CEO Jim
Sinegal, and Father Sundborg.
spending money.
But withthe stock market experiAccording to Sundborg, the six

previous three years, meaning the

puts more

Each oneofthemanagement companies entrusted with the SU endowment specialize in different

maketheactualinvestments.Head-

"WecouldtakeSU' s endowment

Ransmeier said. "That
pressure on the tuition dollar."
The University's board of trust- types of funds: Domestic Equity,
ees, whoselectanInvestmentCom- International Equity, GlobalEquity,
mittee, oversees the endowment FixedIncome, andRealEstate.Each
manager is expected to take "reafund.
That committee, which includes sonable" risks to ensure good rethree trustees, hires a group of fi- turns, but is still held to a standard
nancial managementcompanies to of sensibility.
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Do you know an OUTSTANDING new
student?
Give that student a chance to reflect
on and share about their transition to
SU by nominating him or her for
New Student Speak Out.
New Student=Transfer or Freshman
Nomination forms available online
via the New Student Programs
homepage:
http://www.seattleu.edu/student/newstudent
New Student Programs, McGoldrick 101
x2825
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Gorton champions R-51 in amid hot debate
CHARLES A. WESLEY
StaffReporter
Former Washington Senator
Slade Gorton openedaTransportation Forum Wednesday on Referendum 51. The largest transportationreferendum in state history,is
up for vote onNov. 5.
In front of a crowded Wyckoff
Auditorium, the forum brought
Gorton and representatives from four organizations in favor
and opposedto thereferendum together for
a three-hour eventthat
exploredbothsides of
this political issue.
Fervor rose as representatives from the
Transportation
Choices Coalition,
1,000 Friends of
Washington,Langton
SpiethConsultingand
the Washington State
Transit Association
debated whether R-5 1
will be the biggest
transportation success
or failure in recent
state history.
"It is the largest single investment that the state will make in
public transportation,"Peter Them,
Deputy Directorof the Washington
State Transit Association,said.
R-51 is a $7.7 billion package
funded through a nine cent per gallon gasolinetax, a 30percent trucking fee increase,and a 1percent tax
increase on new automobile sales.

The referendum proposes funding for road and highway expansion,mass transitimprovementsand
increased safety upgrades.
Supporters see R-51 as the first
step towards improving a transportation crisis. Detractors view R-51

as a multi-billion dollar highway
expansionpackage that willdolittle
to alleviate congestion or improve
safety.
In a bipartisan campaign with
Gov.GaryLocke, Gortonis leading
the effort to pass R-51.
"Referendum 51 will not solve
the transportation challenges facing the state of Washington. It is

that everycent ofthe taxesbeputin
transportation only funds that are
already delegated towards specific

sive freewayexpansion.
"R-51 commits us to the buildour-way-out approach," Aaron

who doesit forget?"Fayette asked.
"Iwouldlike to know why more
moneyis notgoing towards transit solutions which are
cheaper...which have been
shown to reduce congestion."
Because the plan spends more
money on highway expansion
than mass-transit solutions, she
questionedwhetherR-5 1 limits

amyhowell/

hhotoeditor

transportation choices.
To this Gorton responded:
"You have stated objections
which Imight summarize assaying Referendum 51helpspeople
live the way they want to live.
This alternative proposed solution tells people they ought to
livedifferently,and 'we'llmake
ithardenough for you tolivethe
way you want to live so that
you'11have tochange your hab-

its.'
"Idon't think that is the right
answer in a free society."
Ostram, ExecutiveDirectorof 1,000
He went on to say that a gas tax,
Friends of Washington points out. which charges those who will benAlluding several times to Los An- efit themost fromR-5 1,is a proporgeles,Houston and Atlanta as ex- tionate tax.
/Jm^owell/ PhotoEditor
'
"Ifyouuse the bus,you don tpay
amplesof theresults ofroadexpanSlade Gorton speaks about R-51 withpassion Wednesday.
sion, Ostram stressed the need for the taxes," he said.
onlya beginning. It is the foundaprojects.
alternatesolutions to transportation
"If you want to drive a singleis
ofthe
referhouse,
building
proposed
tion for
a
but it
Detractors
concerns.
occupancy vehicle,you dopay the
not a house itself," Gorton said.
endumportraysuchclaims as hype
The referendum, he contends, taxes."
"places a multi-billion
Betty Spieth of
Both sidesbattled over therisks
LangtonSpieth Condollarsubstantialdown and benefits ofthe referendum desuiting saidthat in the
payment to add new batingstatistics anddollar amounts,
lanes to though neither side disagreed over
last 20 years Washington has experirtually every major theneed for a solution.
enced 40 percent
Aspassions rosein the paneldispopulationgrowthyet
Alsoexpressingcon- cussion and debate intensified,
a
travel miles have inm over the referenSpieth,exasperated,endedtheevent
im,Shelly Fayette,a
creased 78 percent.
ona note which everyonecan agree
'Thisis anequation
seniortheologyatidre- upon: "the onlypoll that counts is
for a crisis." Spieth Slade Gorton, former sentator ligious studies major on November 5."
and a member of the
said.Each year,"each
of us lose $1,600 in
student panel, ques- For more info on R-51 read
lost time and wages," because of meant to distract voters from the tioned whether R-5 1 was socially the voters packet.
transportationissues.R-5 1requires true natureofthereferendum:mas- unjust. "Who doesthis benefitand

Audience listens toR-51 debate asforum heats up.

"If you use the bus, you don't
pay the taxes. If you want to

drive single-occupancy vehicle,
"
you do -pay the taxes.

Eultipurpo.se

Sniper connection found in the Northwest
Spectator staff
Students atSeattleUniversity re-

Both men are believed to be
former tenantsof theTacomarental

not want people to think this is the

alized Wednesday afternoon that home.
the Washington, D.C., sniperspree
John Allen Mohammad, 42 is
to
theythought.
is closer home than
consideredby theFBI tohaveinforFBI officials searched a rented mation on the killings that have
duplex in the Prosser area of taken 10lives since Oct. 2.
However, Montgomery County
Tacoma, because they believed it
might holdevidence pertaining to Police Chief, Charles Moose, does
recent sniper activity 2,400 miles
away in the nations capital.

"Do not assume fromthis allegation that John Allen Mohammed,

sniper.

southof Tacoma,in themid-19905. lissa Mallon, FBI spokeswoman,
Mohammed's companion, a 17- told reporters Wednesday at a
-year-old named Lee Malvo, was
also taken into custody.
Malvo was a student at

also known as John Allen Williams, is involved in any of the Bellingham High School nine
shootings," Moose said.
months ago.
Mohammed was stationed at the
"There's no immediatedanger to
Fort Lewis Army base, which lies anyonein this neighborhood,"Me-

Tacoma pressconference.
If students,faculty, orstaffknow
anything that could help the authorities they are encouraged to
call 1-888-324-9800.
This article was prepared by
JamilaJohnson andScan Reid.

Cash for Books!

filled a U-

Everyday!

withdebris

Introducing: Year Round Book Buy Back!
Every Day - All Day!

within the
area and

officials
removed
materials

John Mohammad,
wanted on firearm
charges, has a tie to
Tacoma.

from the scene to be analyzed in

Washington, D.C.
At around 3:19 a.m. EDT on
Thursday, two people of interest
were arrested by membersof the

sniper task force at a rest stop in
Federick County, Md.,Lary Scott,
an agent for the Federal Bureau of
Alcohol,Tobacco and Arms said.

Sell your textbooks for cash every business day. No

waiting for finals week, no hassles. Save up to 62% when
buying and selling Used Books.
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Seattle University Bookstore
1108 E.Columbia
Seattle, WA 98012

(206)296-5820

www.seattleubookstore.com
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Matteo Ricci's new program tackles teaching
4

J.C. SANTOS
Opinion Editor
TheMatteoRicciCollege(MRC)

has added a new degree to their
program open to all high school
seniors applying to Seattle University. The Bachelor of Arts in Humanities for Teaching(BAHT) enables students toacquire the degree
and a Masters in Teaching in only
four years.

Beginning next year, MRC will
begin its first year of the BAHT
program.
The idea had been in development for along time and drew a lot
of support from the Academic Assembly, the Office of the Associate
Provostand the Board of Trusteesall of which had to approve the
program beforeit wasimplemented.
The School of Education and
MRC feltthat students whoapplied
to the Master's in Teaching program weren'tgetting the necessary
experience needed to pursue their
MIT.

"The MIT programand the field

needs bright students for whom teaching observers and assistants. iarity with minorities," Fisher exteaching is a passion and their first
Twoclassesbeingdevelopedthat plained. "We would also like to
choice," Susan Schmitt, Dean of might be offered as early as this include other minorities with this
the School of Education,said."The spring are ActingforFuture Teach- class."
BHAT program will assist us in ers and Cartooning. "To be sucThe BAHT can be tailored to fit
meeting this goal."
cessfulin the classroom,the School any endorsementareafor whichSU
The BAHT not only provides a ofEducation says that ateacherhas teaches sufficient courses like hisstrong liberal education, but in- to be super-able to keep the atten- tory, art, Spanish or math.
Along with a variety
cludes classes that will
help sharpen a student's
of courses,MRC plans
to make tailoring
teachingabilities as anundergraduate
student's schedules to
MRC has already dethe teaching requirements a high priority.
veloped some classes for
this program. Education
This way they will enPolityanalyzes
andthe
the
sure a smoother transichangingroles ofschools
tionfor studentsintothe
Dr. Arthur Fisher,
graduate program.
in society and public debates involving those Dean of MatteoRicci College
Once students complete and meet all the
roles. Leadership and
Teaching will allow sturequirements of the
dents to meet with local leaders tion of his or her students," Dr. three-year BAHT,they receive dewho willshare their personalexpe- ArthurFisher, Dean of MRC, said. ferred provisional admission to the
riences.In addition,undergrads will
Another classlikely tobeoffered School of Education's MIT protake seminars as well as supervised this spring is titled Knowing Afri- gram. Thatmeans that students can
postpone their admission to gain
internships taughtby the School of can Americans.
Education that immerse students
'Teachers who go out into the workexperienceand returnto3Uin
into the classroom environment as school system need to have famil- the future with their spot in the

"

-

Who's a better teacher one
who has work experience or
one who doesn't?"

School of Education still secured.
"Deferred provisional admission
makes itpossible for studentsto go
overseas or gain experience with
the Jesuit Volunteer Corps or the
Peace Corps,"Fishersaid."We want
to incorporate thatas muchas possible. Who's a better teacher -one
who has work experience or one
who doesn't?" For the time being,
MRC is testing new waters in its
exponentially expanded applicant
pool.
While Fisher will be floating
around to local schools,Jodi Kelly,
Associate Dean of MRC, will be
visiting about a dozen schools in
California to recruit students.
"We're veryexcited,"Fisher said.
"The Matteo Ricci College was
founded ona deepconcern forteaching. It's a priority here.
'We're very proud of our teachersand our teaching and we want to
share that withstudents.
"That's a classic Jesuit model:
Teachpeopleso theycan teachothers."

SU student travels with Semester at Sea
places than most people will ever India. On Sunday, Menard will be
visitinalifetime.In Japanshe went traveling through Mombassa
Kenya. And to think most of us
Howmanycan say theyhavehad
to Kobe, Kyoto and Hiroshima.
ing their semester.The ship stops
ridden onanelephant, watched dolShe also went for a short stop in believe SpringBreak inMexicois a
phins and whaleswhile waitingfor
for four to six daysin each country China to visit Hong Kong, then vacation.
their next class, ridden in a rick- participating in the programrepre- where the students are able to ex- onto Buen Me Thout ,Saigon and
"Vietnam is probably my favorshaw (or even know what one is), sented by over 250 colleges and ploreindependentlyorchoosefrom Nha Trang in Vietnam. In Malay- ite," Menard began. "I visited a
ealen soup made of the saliva of a universities. Although most of the a wide variety of structured oppor- sia, whereshe swungon vinesinthe village in Buen Me Thout where

BRITTANY BERTOLUCCI
Staff Reporter

dents are from Washington. The
23,500 ton ship takes the students
through 60 different countries dur-

student Andrea Menard has been
spending her 2002 fall semester.
She is part of a semester at sea
program.
Menard is one of 650 student's

swaHow, swung on vines in the students are fromtheUnited States, tunities.Studentsarealsogiyen field rain forest, Menardcould be found
Malaysianrain forest or walked on internationalstudents are welcome requirementsthatcoincidewith their in Langkawi Island and Pennang.
groundinfested with termites?
and greaternumbers joineach year. studies.
Finally she went to Madras,
This is how Seattle University OnMenard's voyage,30 of the stuSo far Menardhas gone to more Madurai, Periyar and Couchin in

people lived in long houses. Very

cool."

See Sea on page 5
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News

ASSU election
forum embarks
on a new path
CLARENCE REGALADO
Staff Reporter
ASSU held a candidate forum on
Monday that was uniquecompared
to thoseof past years.
Thecandidate panel, whichconsistedof ten students, was allowed
a brief introduction of themselves
and then given 30 secondseach to
answerfourquestions. Atthat time,
the audiencehad the opportunity to
ask the candidates questions. With
its location at the Student Center's
Hearth Area, a lot of people had
mixed reaction to the student turnout at the event.
'Today we had about 50 to 60
people that at least stopped by for
five or six minutes to hear what
some candidates had to say about
different issues," coordinator Carl
Bergquist said,"which is something
that, in the past years we didn't
have.Lastyear wehad eightpeople
at the candidate forum."
Annie Lee,a sophomorerunning
for at-large representative, echoed
Bergquist's sentiments.
"It'sgood that [the forum] wasin
the Student Center because people
walk by and evenif they don't stop
by, they can hear that there's an
election going on," Lee said.
Some candidates disagreed.
"[Studentturnout was]obviously
pretty lowbutI'm not really disappointed. First of all,Idon't think it
was very well advertised and second of all, it seems to be a major
problem; the studentinterest in the
election," Steve Manos, a Junior
running forat-large representative,
remarked.
ASSU had to work hard toget the
forum'slocation. To Bergquist,the

locationof the forum proved to be
oneof its strongestpoints.
"I wantedto catch peoplegoing

into the building before they settle
down and eat. Iwanted them to

filter into what's beingheard. This
buildinghas theechoquality soyou
can hear whatthese people are saying,whether you want toor not,"he
said.
"If weput [the forum] anywhere
else, you just don't get the feel. If
you put it [in the Cherry Street
Market] where people are eating
lunch, they're not reallypaying attention. Down here you've got a
cozy feel and you want to learn
more," Bergquist said.
Among the topics discussed were
student parking, all-hall card access,and whateach candidatewould
do if they were elected.
Unlike in past years, the candidates were given the questions before hand.
AccordingtoBergquist, thisgave
candidates an opportunity togo out
into the community and ask communitymembers what they thought
so they would actually be exposed
to the position's obligations. The
last questions, what they would

work onifelected,gave candidates
the chance to think about the first
thing they would do in office, a
quality that past candidates didn't
have.
There was also a trick question.
"Iwant to know whoI'm voting
for," Bergquist said. "Iwant to see
whichcandidate is smartenough to
get the trick question."
Theprimary election willbeheld
online on the 23rd and the 24th.
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Sea: Experiencing a semester away
wroteofthe ocean sunsetsand sun-

Menard also mentioned of the
image that will remain in her mind
night.
forever.Onone ofher adventures,a
Menard's floating university
"Youcould stare at the oceanall child was given a 7-Up and immesounds well worth the $14,675 tu- looking for dolphins and whales diately attacked by surrounding
ition.The ship, known as the S.S. andneverget tired,"Menard wrote. children. The child was punched,
UniverseExplorer,is equippedwith
The great energy andexcitement grabbed and kicked continuously
classrooms, closed circuit televi- ofmeetingnew andexcitingpeople clutching to the soda not daring to

From page4

rises, and sleeping on the decks at

letgo, crying.
The begging of these children
dining rooms.
difference bringing extra pencils, andtheircontinuous touch with their
The ship also includes a swim- paper,socks, andshirts forthechil- dirty fingers on her arms, along
ming pool, basketball and volley- dren inthe various countries would with the knowledge that she must
give to each equally because they
ball court and fitness center. The be.
students obviously do not live in
Andhow she would pack differ- have so little. This is something
dorms but insteadcabins available ently next time, realizingthe space Menard will never forget.
in double and triple occupancy.
used tobring clothes noteven worn
Toparticipate in the Semester at
to
space
Spectator
bring
The
wasin touch with couldhavebeen
used
Sea program visit their website is
things
her
travto
to
the
www.semesteratsea.com or addiduring
give
away
many
Menard viae-mail
people in the different countries. tional information maybe obtained
els.
In Menard's email she wrote of Menard saidthat weas asociety do by writing to: Semester At Sea,
her many adventures, but also of not realize trinkets we take for University of Pittsburgh, 811Willthemanylife-changingexperiences granted can mean so much toother iamPittUnion,Pittsburgh PA 15260
so important to remember. She people.
or dial 1-800-854-0195.
sion capabilities,library, computer

full ofdiversity and talent.
She also spoke ofhow much ofa

so

lab, theater, student unionand two

Free

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
aboutthis test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
wlvy youshould call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
Ican
- answer any LSAT question let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915

Medical
School
Seminar
Wednesday, November 13
6pm - Bpm
Western Washington University

Reserve your seat today!
Call 1-800-KAP-TEST.

Test prep, admissions, and guidance. For life.
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Sauvageau one goal
shy of all-time mark
has only had to make two saves in record as long as we're winning.
the last three games, as the But at the same time, Ithink as a
Co-Managing Editor
Redhawks'
defenders intercepted playeritshouldbeone of yourgoals
trying
Nichole Sauvageau was
to
play it humble, but her teammates any other ballsbefore they got near to do that ifyou're in reach."
Sauvageau says she owes much
wouldn't lether ignore what was at the net.
defense,"
an
"Wehave
incredible
ofhersuccess
toTateyama, who, as
hand.
With theRedhawks alreadyup by Woodwardsaid."Alot oftimes you a senior, took her under her wing
three goals in the secondhalf of a 5- focus onthe four [defensemen],but whenNicholecame toSUas a fresh-0 winoverNorthwestNazarenelast it's really a team effort. You play man fromLiberty HighSchool.
"Trisha waslikemy role model,"
Saturday, SU's senior co-captain defense starting from the top."
improvements
SU's defensive
Sauvageau said. "When we got on
and star midfielder was one goal
awayfrom tying theschool's career have been in large part due to the the field together we automatically
offensive production. Sophomore clicked. We always knew where
record for goals scored.
Tafara
Pulse and junior Jordan each other was on the field."
"My teammates were yelling,
Having that mentorfigurehelped
have
beenon a roll lately, as
'Come on,Sauvageau,you've gotta Bieler
make a seamlesstransigoals
Sauvageau
Pulse
has
recorded
four
and
score!'" she remembers.
winning
streak,
two
over
high
assists
the
tion
from
school to collegiate
when,
Their calls wereanswered
soccer,
while
has
as
she
up
Bieler
racked
three
recorded 19 goals
minute,
game's
in the
67th
goals
eight
and
an
assist.
and
assists.
year
that
yards
Sauvageaufiredashot from18
s
a
lot
easier
to
defend
once
Woodward
with
played
"It
partially
by
out that was
deflected a
your team gets on the Gunnestad (who Sauvageau has
defender, yetstayed on
Scoreboard," Wood- never met) at SU, and also played
course enough to skid
ward said. "It's a lot withher ona 30-and-over team that
past NNU goalkeeper
different protecting a won the national championshipthis
Shauna Voss into the
lead than protecting the summer.
right corner ofthe net.
goal in a 0-0game."
"I might have teasedher a little
The goal was
it," Woodwardsaidofher
season
bitabout
With the
Sauvageau's fourth of
teammate.
winding
down and the former
the season and 44thof
Woodward added that while
Redhawks' postseason
her career, tying her
Tateyamawereboth
hopes
possibly
fading,
Gunnestadand
with Ingrid Gunnestad
thinks Sauvageau
great
players,
thefocus
willundoubtshe
(1988-1992) on the
su
just
might
edly
shift
to
be
the
best player in
Sauvageau
school's all-time list.
Sauvageau'spursuit of school history.
By finishing the game
"Nichole is thefoundation of this
with three points (one goal and one individualrecords.
Not that Sauvageau herself will program," Woodward said of
assist), Sauvageaualso movedinto
Sauvageau, a two-time GNAC
third place for career points with be focusing on that.

AUSTIN L. BURTON

Courtesy

"People willtell me how closeI Player of the Year and three-time
107 ,nine shy ofthe recordheldby
am,
just a/1-conference selection.
but whenI'mon the fieldI
(1996-1999).
Tateyama
Trisha
team,"
on
to
contributing
focus
the
"Since her arrival we're a very
she
wasaware
of
says
Sauvageau
different team in terms of athletic
how closeshe was to the record, but she said.
The Redhawks play at Western talent. She's setting the bar in a lot
she's more concerned with her
Oregon on Saturday, and afterthat of ways, not onlyin athletics, but
teairfs record.
"Scoringgoals is not mynumber have twofinalhome games,against for work rate, academics and inone priority," she said. "My role is Humboldt State onNov. 1and SPU volvement in the community,"
Woodwardcontinued. "Ican'tthink
to contribute inother waysand help on Nov. 5, both at 2 p.m.
According
to
of
anyone more deservingto break
Jason
the team win."
record, anyone who'sput more
SU's
Inforthis
Sports
Lichtenberger,
But a trip to the NCAA Division
Director,
time
Sauvageau
mation
if
effort and heart into this proIItournamentmay bestretchforthe
gram.
record,
breaksthe
ball
fromthat
Nichole lives, eats and
the
Redhawks (9-6-1, 5-3-1 GNAC),
goal
presented
University soccer."
willbe
set
aside
and
breathesSeattle
winning
whodespite a three-game
to
her
afterthe
Sauvageau
game.
If
does miss out on
place
streak are still tied for fourth
Upon hearing that news, her chance to break the goal-scorin theGNAC.EveniftheRedhawks
win the rest of their games and se- Sauvageau says she probably ing record, she says she won't regret it.
cure their third straight conference wouldn't evenkeepit.
"I'd give it to my coach or my
"Itwouldbe blessingtobreak the
championship, the GNAC winner
team,"
record,
but I'm very content and at
she said.
does not receive an automatic bid
player,"
"Nichole's
an
peace
unselfish
with tying it," she says. "I
for the tournament, meaning the
Woodward
"I
think
she'd
would
much rather end my senior
concurs.
Redhawks wouldhave togain anatnot
breaking
going to nationals."
happy
be
with
the
season
large berth.

Volleyball team rolls
to fifth straight win
CLEARENCE REGALADO
Staff Writer

"One of ouroutside hitters
started producing in the second
match and we dominated the
match," explainedNimocks. "We
forced NNU to change their lineup and other things,butIdon't
think it worked."
Leading the way for the
Redhawks were sophomores
MeganKaysinger whoheld a
match-high 20 kills while hitting
at a .256 percentage and Erika
Brunson, who finished the game
with 54 assists and nine digs.
Freshman Sarah Sommerman
chipped in with19 kills andhit at
a .302 clip.
"We can beat anybody if we
can play our game," boasted
Nimocks.The victory brings their
total record to 18-3 for the season,
8-2 in the GNAC match. The win
was the Redhawks' fifth straight.
This weekshome matches pit
the Redhawks against Humbolt

After surviving a first-game

rally, the Seattle University
volleyball team fought back for a
four game victory over Northwest
Nazarene in a conference match
in Nampa,Idaho last Saturday.
Falling behind 1-0 after
surrendering 14 straight points,
the Redhawks battled back to win
the match going away.
"(Falling behind) tested the
kids' responses," saidCoach
Steve Nimocks. "The game
servedas a wake up call, and it
got through to them.
The Redhawks led 8-5 in the
first game until NNU fought back,
winning 14 straight points to win
the game at 19-8. While NNU
gained a 1-0 lead,the Redhawks
got intogear and played to win,
sweeping the next three gamesby
no less than eight points.Ineach
of the final two games, the

State in a GNAC match on
Thursday at 7 p.m.and Saturday
against Western Oregonat 4 p.m.

Redhawkscreateddouble-digit
scoring gaps.

GNAC Volleyball Leaders
Hitting Percentage:

Serving Aces:

|l.Meghan Evoy.(WWU)

.

.321

E. JaneenFitzgerald(SU) .303
B.Mindy Swanson(NNU) .303

1 Erika Brunson (SU)
2. O'LitaMcWilliams (UAA)
3. Shannon Rowland (WWU)

Kills:

Serving Aces per Game:

1. Carolyn Mires (CWU)
E.Monica Herrera (SPU)
3.MeganKaysinger(SU)

0.68J

1 Erika Brunson (SU)
2. Shannon Rowland (WWU) 0.5d
3. Jamie Schanback (UAF) 0.53

297
275
260

■

D'8s:

Assists:

L KateReome (CWU)
2.Liz Bishop (WWU)
B. KaseyKuelper (UAA)
B.ErikaBrunson (SU)

.

935
849
795
795

l MaggieSafranski (SU)
2.Nicola Parker (WWU)
3.Kandis Benton (HSU)

Coach JulieWoodward thinks the
Redhawks can still win the conference, especially given the way the
team'sbeen playingas of late. The

Redhawks haveoutscored their opponents 12-0 during the winning
streak, with wins over Northwest
Nazarene,Central Washington(3-0
on Oct. 13) and GrandCanyon University (4-0 last Monday).
Junior Emily Schifferling and
sophomoreKelly Stewarthavebeen
splitting time at goalkeeper, with
Schifferling getting about threefourths of the minutes.
But it's not just the goalkeepers
whoareresponsible forthe stringof
shutouts.
SU didn't allow a shot against
Northwest Nazarene, the second
time in conference history that a
team hasn't allowed a shot in a
game(SeattlePacificaccomplished
the feat last season). Schifferling

EXECUTIVE EXTENDED STAY
The Executive Extended Stay Hotel offers great value and comfort that you
deserve with the location that you require. Located just three blocks from
Seattle University campus and minutes
from the central downtown area. Our
suites offer generous living space with
fully equipped kitchens. Other amenities
include outdoor Jacuzzi and complementary
parking.
Call 1 800 906-6226 for rates and availability.
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Seattle University
Tuesday, October 29, 2002
InformationTable
9:00 am to 4:00 pm

PigottBuilding
Slide Show + Q&A
4:30 6:00pm
Lemieux Library Stimson Room

-

-

Peace Corps recruiter Kirsten Franklin will be on
campus to answer your questions about exciting
overseas opportunities you may qualify for. Stop
by and find out what Peace Corps has to offer.

www.peacecorps.gov

(800) 424-8580 - Option 1
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Confessions of Men's soccer keeps slim
a fair-weather
Playoff hopes alive
Seattle fan

minute. Senior Matt Hulen capped University for second place in the
NATE ZELL
off the scoring withhisfifth goal of conference.
Sports Editor
only so much heartbreak.
SU plays host Northwest
the season in the 83"* minute.
Needing a wintostay in the playthis Saturdayin at 2pmin
(two
The Sonics made it to the NBA
Sewell
Nazarene
Junior Brandon
University
hunt,
the
off
Seattle
finals in 1996 a very satisfying
saves) combined with freshman a crucial match, leading up to a
accomplishment officially remov- Men's soccer team came up with a Julian Cotrell (onesave) for SU's battle withcrosstown rival Seattle
ing the monkeyfrom coach George dominating 4-0 win over Grand third shutout of the season.
Pacific onNov.1at Seattle Interbay
Universityin
non-confera
Canyon
Karl's back after his team saw two
Doran's goals pushed him ahead stadium. Kickoff forthe match will
undeserving first-round exitsin the ence matchMonday.
of teammate Alex Chursky, fresh- be at 7pm.
PatDoranled theRedhawks with man, into a tie for the conference
playoffs. But they didn't win the
NOTES: Doran leads fellow
JC SANTOS
twogoals, as the team outshot GCU scoring
championship.
also teammate Alex Chursky, Seattle
Doran
eight.
lead
with
advantage in
Opinion Editor
The Huskies made a huge state- 32-7,includinga 18-4
°acific 's
Isn't fair weather a good thing? ment winning the Rose Bowl in shotsongoal.
Jeremy
Especially in October, when the
Yerkes and
2001. A bigger statement would The first of
nights get longer, the rain starts have been winningthenational title. the freshman
Western
falling, the temperature drops and
Wasliington's
Even in 1991 when they shared Doran's two
the Mariners aren't playing.
Paul
with Miami, Istill wasn't goalscame in
the
title
I'm all about fair weather this satisfied. It's not their fault, but the
21"
Nissley by
time of year. And the way it looks, sharing a championship— let's be minute and
points
four
this fair weatheris going to last at honest it doesn't sound very staked the
in the overleast for the next six months.
Redhawks to
all
sports-like.
' scoring
Igrew up loving Seattle sports.
a
much
Well,
they
And MY Mariners.
c a d
Especially the Sonics...l mean, the may not
early
needed
the
Sewell
is
pennant,
but
have won
Supersonics.Istarted watchingdur- there's hope for next year. It seems lead. Doran
in
second
ing Shawn Kemp's rookie season every
the confertime they getridof a star, they took a ball
began collectingbasketball just get
when I
from
junior
ence
in
better.
cards and dribbling my own
Vertin
James
goal
theM's
out
with
s
year,
struck
This
Spalding.
against avtheir biggest and loudest star, the the penalty
Kemp was electric. His dunks Skipper, LouPiniella. Maybe we'll area and one
erage at
were artisticand thunderous. Istill
touched a
1.20 gpg.
go undefeated next year.
remember them, like this alley-oop Nevertheless, I'm no longer on shot inside
Western
fromGary Payton thathe must have
CARL BERGQUIST/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
Washington 's
edgeof my seat,andI'11channel the far post.
the
caught three feetabove the rim and surf beforeI
Five min- JuniorJoeSupangheads one of18 shotson goalfor SU in the Redhawks 4-0 win Ben
sit through theduration
fivefeetaway fromit andsomehow
utes later, overGrand Canyon University on October 21. The Redhawks improved to 9-5)ragavon
of another M's game.
managedtopound it throughovera
Doran
struck -1 on the season,and sit in a tiefor second with Seattle Pacific in the GNAC.
I
from
a
cads the
Understand that came
helplessChris Mullin.Orhis trade- winning tradition. My highschool again off a
conference
mark windmillinthe All-Star Dunk wasa blue chipfactory for the four corner kick,
in assists with at 0.91gpg and has a conference
the
conference
leads
Contest. Alter only a year, Iwas
years Iwas there and the previous blastinga header past GCU goalie seven and total points with 23.
highfive shutouts on the season...
dying hard for K.C. Jones' squad.
fouryearsmy brother attended.State NathanEdgin.
win,its sixth in the last The Redhawks final conference
With
the
Then there was 1995.
With the two goal lead, the
championships were the norm, and
games, the Redhawks moved match is set for Saturday, Nov. 7
"Refuse to Lose."It wasa year of few teams challengedus in league Redhawks pinned back their ears nine
to
9-51on theseasonand kept their against WesternWashington at 7pm
Mariners Mojo and magic.Inever
pepperingEdgin
kept
coming,
and
in
many
competition
or division
slim playoff hopes alive. The top in Bellingham, WA.
really liked watching baseball,but
with shot after shot. Sophomore two teams in the GreatNorthwest
Jacob Besagno scored on a header Athletic Conference will advance Nate Zell is a freshman
off acorner fromfellow sophomore at the end of the season. SU is journalism major. He can be
Over the last five years or so, I've died hard; Santa Maria Rivera in the 56" currently tied with Seattle Pacific reachedat zelln @seattleu.edu

—

—

...

1

over and over again. Now Idie easy.
when the M's took the AL West
title, my interest was sparked.
Honestly, though, Ididn't start
religiously watching M's games
untilthe dream seasonof 2001 But
even after a disappointing loss to

.

the Yankees in the AL Championship Series,Ivowedto die-hard for
my Ms. After all, you gotta love
those guys,right?
Skippingthe Sadhawks,andmoving on to the more potent University of Washington Huskies, whose
undefeated National Championship
season in 1991 led me to enter the
Dawghouse.
RememberMario Bailey making
that diving catch, scoring a late
touchdown and flashing a Heisman
pose at Michigan's Heisman winner Desmond Howard in the 1992
Rose Bowl? Ido.Itmade me a diehard Husky fan.
Well, over the last five years or
so, I've died hard; over and over
again. Now Idie easy, and many
would call me a fair-weather fan.
But I'mokay with that.
As unsportsmanlike as this may
sound, I just don't like watching
teams that lose.Not to say that the
Sonics, Mariners and Huskies are
complete losers, but they always
seem to come up short. Ican take

sports.SoI'mkinda used toathletic

success. Can you blame my disin-

terest?

And it's not that Ilack loyalty.
Let me tell you why it's okay to
be fair-weather—why it's okay to
be there onlywhen things areinteresting.
Sports are entertainment. Winning is entertaining. Losing is boring and discouraging. And since I
have nothingpersonally invested in
a team—like a relative or friend
suiting vp—I have no obligation to
care whathappensduring the regu-
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Sale ends Nov.is, 2002

c c o n o m i

lar season.
The playoffs are another story.
The championship another. The

i

lh

ticker-tape parade down 4 Aye.,

I'm there.
So don't worry if you begin to
detest the team you've loved since
your childhood. That just means
you'regrowing upinsteadofdwelling ona tired dreamof a championship that may someday become a
reality.
Of course, when that someday
comes around, I'll be there. But
come next season...We'll see.
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JCSantosisaseniorJournalism
andHumanities major. He can
reached
at
be
santosj@seattleu.edu

REI Seattle
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Yes war, no war? SU
U.S.-Iraqi relations history
In the response to Iraq's war of aggression against and illegal
occupation ofKuwait in 1990, the United States launged an attack

againstIraqincoalitionwithothernations toliberate Kuwait andits
people. Thepurposeoftheattack was to defendthenationalsecurity
of the United States and enforceUnitedNations Security Council
resolutions relating toIraq. After theliberation ofKuwait in 1991,
Iraq agreed to eliminate its nuclear, biological, and chemical
weaponsprograms andto endits support for international terrorism.
However, international weapons inspectors, U.S. intelligence
agencies,andIraqi defectorsdiscovered that Iraqhad noteliminated
those weapons.
In 1998, after inspectors had to withdraw from Iraq, the US
Congress considered that Iraq's continuing weapons of mass
destruction programs threatened vital United States interests and
internationalpeace and security.
Members of al-Qaida who are bearing responsibility for the
attacks on September 11are knowntobeinIraq. ThereforetheU.S.
Congressconcludedthatthecurrent Iraqiregime is willing toattack
theUnited States by providing weapons of mass destructionand
international terrorists to launch a surprise attack.
Consequently, the Congress of the UnitedStates authorized the
use of military force against Iraq.
To see the complete resolutionplease visit www.whitehouse.gov
andclick on the link with the Iraq Update.

Nonviolent resistance other option
SAUNATINA SANCHEZ
Staff Reporter
With Congress' approval and Bush's
signature, war withIraq seems inevitable.
TheBush administrationispushing for a
war with Iraq on the pretext of toppling
Saddam Hussein, but there could be

other nonmilitary measures the government and world could take to affect this
change. One way suggested by Campus
Ministry's Social Justice Minister, Dan
Moriarty, is nonviolent resistance.
This was an effective technique in such
western situations as Gandhi trying to
free India and desegregating the south
lunch counters. It has also worked when
Milosovic was taken out of power and
even against Saddam himself.When tens
of thousands of Muslims gathered in the
city of Karbala for a religious occasion,
Saddam sent troops to stop the gathering.
But the people surrounded the troops and
showed the people's might.
With this idea of nonviolent resistance,
many believe Bush is rushing into a situ-

ation that willultimately come back to hurt
the U.S. There is already much resentment against non-Muslims in the Muslim
world."If you poke a hornets nest, something will come out and sting you." Jim
Ragland, adjunct Fine Arts teacher, said.
There are many people that share this
view in the world, something the media
might not be paying attention to enough.
"It's a completely different story oversees.
There's a lack of critical inquiry here,"
Brian Schelton-Kelley, senior history major, said. Through mainstream media
sources, there seems to be a major push
forthe war withtheotherside marginalized,
if at all allowed to appear.
It can be easy for a student to tune it all
out, but being informed is one of the most
important things a student can do. The
only way forthe administration to be aware
what people are thinking is to tell them.
"No one can stop them [Bush Administration] except the American people. I don't
believe the people of our country want
war," Moriarty said.
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J leaders speak out
President, SU professor express
views on war on terrorism, Iraq
NATE ZELL
Sports Editor
spoke with Professor
Over the last few days I
Gary Chamberlain ofthe Theology Department
and Seattle University President, Father
Stephen Sundborg, SJ. The following is their
responses to various aspects of the potential
war situation in Iraq.

Professor Gary Chamberlain opposes the

war

againsIraq.He talks to another protestor who
promotespeace.

emptive strike against a country that it considers

dangerous?"

Sundborg: "I have not seen evidence that
proves there shouldbe initiationof waragainst
Iraq by the United Nations or by any set of
countries. That seems to be the issue, whether
the coalition of countries should initiate war
against Iraq. It doesn't appear to me that the
What areyour feelings about thepotential threat of Iraq is genuinely proven, though
'pre-emptive strike?"
there is a fear there. Even if there is a fear
there, it doesn't seem thatthe various attempts
Chamberlain: "We already have a war on at inspections or guarantees of disarmament
terrorism and now we are building towards a have been exhausted.
war on Iraq. Several senators have brought up Iwas quite disturbed by Congress voting the
the question of whether a war in Iraq would authorization of the president for military
distract from the war on terrorism. So the intervention with Iraq if other measures failed.
question is what happened to the war against (Upon reading the resolution) Itseemed to me
theTalibanand Osama Bin Laden? Also, why at that it's too much of an unlimited authorization
this time is Sadaam Hussein more dangerous by Congress to the president in terms of
now than he was before (the) September 11 military action towards Iraq. It's too much of a
(incident) or in the time after it.
free hand and it's too much done in advance.
If the US is justified in a pre-emptive strike The president has(the resolution) and can use
against a nation we consider dangerous, then itas he wants, he doesn't have to report on it.
couldn't any other country call for a pre- Ithink that's too unlimited a power."

of power or the economic engagement

Does this qualify as a 'just' war?
Chamberlain: "In looking at a just war, you
must
* consider the following criteria:
War should be a last resort. Since the
sanctions thathave been proposed have
not yet been used, nor have they been
given a chance to be put in place, it
seems a little precipitous to talk about
war.
* You
must also not create more harm
than good. The question would be what
would be the effects of waging war on
Iraq. You could say what's not against
Iraq is against Hussein. In other words,
what would be the consequences? I

*
*

of building a post-war Iraq.
Motivation is another criteria. If Iraq
didn't have oil fields, would we be nearly
as involved? Idoubt it.
Non-combatant immunity (the civilian
casualty rate), specifically how can you
depose Hussein without significant
impact on civilians not just in terms of
immediate civilians but also the long
term resources they need to survive."

Sundborg:"There are variousconditions which
must be present for a war to be a just thing to
undertake. There have been a significant
number of articles written by theologians on
the subject, and have been almost unanimous
that these conditions are not present in this

haven't seen anything from the
administration in terms of a hard look at
the consequences, the region in terms case."

What are your feelings of the US moving think there'sa responsibilitythe US has because
ahead without the support of the UN?
of its military force and its dominance in terms
of economics and military force. I
think there's
Chamberlain: "The feelings of the United a responsibility that we have to help others,
Nations can be connected to the feelings of the where we have helped in other cases where
Security Council, specifically Russia, China there was aggression.
and the other countries that wield the most There's a danger that being the certain power
power on theCouncil.If theadministration can we throw our weight around too much or think
present a compelling argument for an we can be too independent.We have to consider
immediate threat than that would be one more fully the consequences of moving forward
thing. However, the fact that over the last few alone, rather than having what ever you do be
days theadministration haschanged its position supported by a broad base group of allies. That
says something."
makes a huge difference in terms of the long
run of consequences and support of peace
Sundborg: "I'm very concerned because I rather than just one country."

I

What are youropinions on theeconomic to fight this war. Conservative estimates
have the war costing a minimum of $100
billion. That doesn't even cover the costs of
Chamberlain: "The state of the economy is rebuilding Iraq after the war. We haven't
problematic, with the waron terrorism taking followed through on our commitments to
money already, how can we pursue military Afghanistan, how could we ever follow
action andlose soldiers that would be required through with Iraq?"
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Director speaks Grey Zone explores
on Holocaust film human morality
SEAN READ
mundane for you
Co-managing Editor
Tim Blake Nelson recently sat
Sort of desensitizing the audidown withThe Spectator todiscuss ence as well as the Jewish workers?
hisnew movie, The Grey Zone.
What did thisfilm meanto you

as a director?

Yeah, and justgradually,and it's
verycarefully calibratedand I
don't
know whetherit workedfor youor

and about
two-fifths of

Grigorova)

When Iwrote
theplay,The Grey
— c ye n
Zone
thoughImademy
first play Eye of
Godinto a film
Inever imagined
that I would be

calibrated
and you seea
little more
each time,

in the uprising plot,Harvey Keitel
as the cunninglyevilNazi overseer,

There is little hope in Director and Allan Corduner as a Jewish
TimBlakeNelson' s The Grey Zone, doctor whoagrees toexperimenton
perhaps one of the most powerful inmates to guarantee his family's
Holocaust films evermade. Set in safety.
However, inthe end,most of the
theAuschwitzconcentration camp,
hopehas become,for many Jews, a actors are overshadowed by the

pointless
luxury.Still,it
in
comes
small glimmers, such as
in ayounggirl
(Kamc 1 ia

not. It's very

—

SEAN READ
Co-Managing Editor

"The Grey Zone
dares to explore
the inhumane
aspects of the
Holocaust"

rozen in expansive

ows waiting

to

be

hot; when one
woman does the unhinkable to protect
the uprising cause;

who, at one

able to make the
play into a movie
because Ithought
it was just toobig

a big scene
inside that

ment

room.And at

tacks another inmate;

a movie for me. I
thought it wasbeyond my scope.

that point

or perhaps at the end,

you're ready

where the single most depressing
death occursin such a cold fashion.
the Nazis gave food and clothing
Similar to movies such as

Then Iwent and
worked on The
Thin Red Line as

TimBlake Nelson, directs The Grey

felt, in a amenitiesand few more months of
I
life inexchange for working in the
way,towards
an actor with TerrenceMalick andI the endthat the workers werejust crematoria,as wellas leadingother
Jews to their demise.
watched him one of our great di- as bad as their overseers.
Meanwhile, a certain group of
rectors, even though he's only di—
bad,
movies
I
know.
I
workers
go
plot to destroy the cremarected three
from diJust as
don't
mean
recting twointimate films todirect- it doesn't judge them in that way. toria (and possibly escape). But
ing this enormous $55 milliondol- That's how you responded Ican't when one Sonderkommando
lar work. And Isuddenly started to
withyourresponse,you know, (David Arquette) finds the stillforgiveme.Ithink themoviehas breathing body of the girl, the
imagine how 1could turn The Grey
Zone into a movie.
beensensitive to their predicament. struggle to keepher safe may upset
The last line in the movie says, all their efforts.
What wouldyou say was the "This is how theirworkcontinues."
The GreyZone has some stellar
hardest thingfor bringingit from It doesn't say how the work"con- performances,in actors likeVelizar
Binev,David Chandler,andDaniel
the stage intofilm?
tinued."
You know, evenas the movie is Benzali, who play the main
Well in principle, Ibelieve that reallywellreviewedas I
hopeit will Sonderkommandos.Even Arquette
whenyou write a play,ithas to be so be,it'llsay and then, you know, "he does a fabulous job, his questionmuchof its form, a stageplay, that resorts to asentimentalmonologue ablecareerhistory aside.Rounding
Zone, which opens Friday.

—

S;ue

an audience member shouldn't be at theend ofthemovie."That monoable to imaginehow it couldeverbe logue iscompletely unsentimental.
a film. Likewise, whenyou make a
film that's based ona play, Ithink
you shouldmake the film in such a
waythatthe audiencemembercould
never imagine how it was once a
play It wassoeffectivelysuggested
in the stage play.that when I wrote

.

the play and when the production
was happening,Idid think to myself thatthere wasno way this could
everbe a movie.Itruly believethat
everything you see in the film you
have to be seeingifthe filmis to ask

thequestions asking ina deep way,
and it's exploring the realms it's
purporting to explore.
Don'tyouthink thehorrorsin it,
wouldbe even more terrifying if
thehorrors weresuggested?

That's not the aimof the movie,
Theprincipal aimof themovieisn't
to show how terrifying it was. In
fact, one of the aims of themovieis
to show that for men of these units

ThursdayOctober 24
The HopeConspiracy, Most

Precious Blood, Bleeding
Through,Champion

Where/When: The Paradox,

Bpm

FridayOctober 25
"Bitch is Back Tour" Featuring:
GWAR, Bloodlet, Cattle

when

Decapitation(Oh, the humor!)

Where/When: The Northgate
Theatre, Doors 7pm/ShowBpm
Damage:$18 Advance @
Singles Going Steady,
CellophaneSquareand
Ticketmaster. $20 at the door

Arquette's

charactersavagely at-

y

Sonderkommandos,Jews to whom

Lions-Gate Entertainment2002

Staff Reporter

where prisoners lie

tender mo-

furnace

Brynn

Look for the scenes

youreallyget

in the

Calendar
Cavendar

Damage: $10

the way in,

film, miracu-

Brynn's
Weekly

Schindler's List, The Grey Zone
dares to explore the inhumane aspects ofthe Holocaust,albeita large
step further that once before may
have seemed unwatchable. But
watch theaudience doesand it must.
Like the Sonderkommandos viewers,becomedesensitized to thehor-

rors infront of them, and then will
subtly have to ponder what they'd
be like in the same situation and
ultimately who they are.
"This is how their work continues," a voice says over a closing
montage ofJews, still workingnear
furnaces, their bodies covered in
the ashes of the dead. In a moral
"grey zone" will humanity choose
what it means to be right or whatit
out the cast are the barelyunrecog- means to survive?
nizableMira Sorvino andNatasha
The Grey Zone opens tomorrow
Lyonne as female inmatesinvolved at Green Gables theater.

HFro**i

SaturdayOctober 26
The Donnas, The CarnpfireGirls

Where/When: The Graceland,
Damage:$12
Monday October28
Dashboard Confessional, Hot
Rod Circuit, Rhett Miller (of the
old 97's), Noise Ratchet
Where/When: The Northgate
Theatre, Doors 7pm/Show Bpm
Damage:$16 advance@
Singles Going Steady,
CellophaneSquare, and
Ticketcrapster. $18 day of show.
TuesdayOctober29
Sugarcult, and Instant Winner
Where/When: The Showbox.

Damage:$1.07 (if you sign up
for end-mail,
www.lo77theend.com).
Wednesday October30
"Thrice, Hot WaterMusic,
Coheedand Cambria, Curl Up

andDie""*

Wope to Despair

The Freedmen and the Struggle to
Ratify the Fourteenth Amendment

Professor fames Bond
"

A major address by the University Professor,
James Bond, SJD, based on his path-breaking
book, No Easy Walk to Freedom.

the work became like factory work.
Theyhauledbodiesaround likebolts
of fabric. They threw bodies into a
fire like they weren't human bodies. They did work as if they were
factory workers. It's not "Oh my
God, those are actually fires and
that's horrible."So if you see that

Open to Everyone

stuff in a frank way,then themovie
is making it, by the end of the film,

"
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Haunted House Guide

Suspenseful Ring keeps
Make time to jump out of your skivvies audience on edge
BRYNNCAVENDAR

Staffßeporter
The KISS 106.1 Fright
Gallery

-

Date: 10/11 -10/31
Time:Sun Thu: 7-10 p.m.,
Fri Sat: 7 p.m. Midnight
Venue: A warehouse next to
the First Avenue South Bridge
at 6333 First Aye. S., Seattle.
Damage: Sun Thu: $7; Fri

-

-

-

-

Contact:

lv

info@frightqallery.com.

206.768.8686 or visit
www.frightgallery.org
Word: Seattle's longestrunning haunted house isin a
20,000-square-foot warehouse
filled with40rooms of pure,
bone-chilling terror. Proceeds
will benefit Seattle Public
Schools.
STAR 101.5's Ultimate
Haunted Hospital
Date: 10/10-10/31
Time: Fri. and Sat. 7 p.m.
PM and Sunday Thur. 7p.m
Venue: Old Northgate Medical
Building 350 Northgate Mall,
Seattle, WA 98125.
Damage: $9 and save $1 with
can of food or save $1 with
discount coupon available at

Date: 10/4-10/31
Time:lo/24, 10/27-10/29: 710pm.10/25, 10/27, 10/30, 10/
31: 7p.mm-la.m.
Venue: The Family Fun
Center: 7300 Fun Center
Way, Tukwila, WA 98188
Damage: $10, bring 2 cans of
nonperishable food items for
Food Lifeline and receive
$1.50 off admission.
Contact: 425-288-7300
Word: Experience the heartstopping horror of the
Northwest's largest Haunted
house as it continues its 18-year reign of terror! Are you
brave enough to face its
twenty rooms of blooddrenched fear?
Do you believe you can come
face to face with the restless
and vengefulspirits thatdwell
within its
monsters that live inits dark

Wizards of the Coast stores.

krichterk@vahoo.com or

206-

With 3-D effects and new

scenes, this year's Ultimate
Haunted Hospital is sure to

rattle even the toughest
nerves. As in years past, a
portion of the proceeds will
support local causes:the
Simon Youth Foundation and
Bellevue Civic Theater.
KUBE93 Haunted House
2002

-

-

eiscaregrounds.com.

walls^Mllttt&jjj^*^^

-

-

-

- 10 p.m., Fri-Sat:7midnight.
Venue: Des Moines Marina:
22030 Cliff DriveS. Des
Moines Beach Park.
Damage: $7 per person, all

effects.

ages
Contact: 206-824-3309
Word:The Scare House is
not recommended for the
of heart,however, a less
are-full" hour of the show
s presented nightly from 7-Bpm.

Pak

KMPS 94.1 Nightmares

Haunted House
Date: Through 10/31
Time: Mon. through Thur.: 7-10 PM, Fri.and Sat.: 7 p.m..Midnight. 6 p.m. to midnight

on Oct.31.
RYANN COOPER
tact with the spirit of Samara
Venue: Super Mall of the Great Staff Reporter
(Daveigh Chase), the young girl
Northwest, Carousel Court,
What do a
ladder, a chair,
1101 SuperMall Way, Auburn.
worms,
a
Cost: $5.00 Contact: 253-833-9500
in
mirwoman a
ror,deadhorses
Word: A portion of the
and a ringhave
proceeds will benefit Big
in common?
Brothers/Big Sisters.
Your death in
Scaregrounds
sevendays.The
Ring fusesmysDate: 10/11-11/2
tery and horror
Time: Weekdays & Sundays
7:00 PM to 10:30 PM
leaving you
Fri/Sat & Halloween -7:00 p.m. sleepless inSeto Midnight
attle.
PHOTO BY MERRICK MORTON ©2002 DREAMWORKSLLC
ALL
RIGHTS
RESERVED
Venue: Evergreen State
Basedon the
Fairgrounds. 14405 179th Aye. 1998 Japanese
Naomi Watts stars in horror flick The Ring.
SE, Monroe, WA
horror film
Ringu The Ring follows Seattle re- suspectedof creatingthe tape and
Cost: $10 one side, $16 for
porter,RachelKellerfNaomi Watts) the cause everyone's death.
both sides
Contact:
on a chilling investigation to find
The Ring combines the perfect
425out whya videotape is killing every- elements for a great horror film.
one who watches it.
The spookykid whomakes freaky
-387 or visit
From the opening scene you are predictions, the unexpectedphone
jbaregrounds.com.
devoted. Horror seeps into your call causing you to spill the pop:Imagine being in an
'fairgrounds, only it's
bones the moment the film comes corn, the boarded up farmhouse
on screen. Two teenage girls joke and a drippingghostwith a deadly
md eerie and you never
when some horrible
over anurban legendofa videotape. message leaves the viewer wantRachel, the aunt of one of the ing more.
cßeature vJffl lunge at you from
teens is desperate to discover the
itslair!
The driving force behind the
Each attraction will offer 15
reasonbehind herniece'sdeathand film is NaomiWatts whosechar20 minutes of haunting mazes
plunges blindly into the investiga- acter keeps you guessing and
squirming right to the very end.
and rooms of thrills.Filled with tion.
quality exhibits, each featuring
Lacking common sense,but fuel- Her duped ex, Noah, is not as
realistic props, costumed
ing the twisted plot Rachel takes it convincing and his true identity
actors and stunning special
upon herself to watch the tape.The comes too late in the film.The

Woodland Park Zoo Pumpkin
Prowl
Date: 10/25- 10/27 Time:
5:30-9:30 p.m.
Venue: Woodland Park Zoo
Damage: $5
Contact: 206-615-0076,
www.zoo.org
Word: 1,000 carved and
lighted pumpkins, treats, and
entertainment.

images onthe tape seem to makeup youngson,Aidan,possess a"Sixth
a nightmare, leaving her panic Sense" aura because he can see
strickenand covered in sweat.Sec- dead people but this seems more
onds later Rachel is startled by the like a plot device then a real char-

ring of the phone. Theinnocent yet

creepy voice of a child answers telling her she has seven days to live.
Therace begins to discover the origins of the tape andhow to stop its
deadly destruction.
She turns to her ex-boyfriend
Noah (Martin Henderson) to help
put the pieces together,but the person with the most insight and perceptionisRachel's son Aidan (David
Forcalendarsuggestionse-mail Dorfman).Heappears to
bein conbrynnigirl© yahoo,com

acter.

The film relies onsuspense and
the unknown to rattle your scare
meter andrather tastefully leaves
out the goreand guts. As the plot
unravels, so do you and the final
shocker willleave you with plenty
of unansweredquestions.
So what image could be so terrifying that it kills you? Dare to
watchandinsevendaysyou might
find out.

And after graduation?

HOW ABOUT A
CAREER IN CLINICAL
PSYCHOLOGY?
Check usout:

"Nationally accredited doctoral program
"Known for integrating Christian faith and psychology
"Exceptional mentoring by qualified, caringfaculty
"Doctor Of psychology(Psy.D.)
"Great location
Colt Today:
503-554-2260 or 800-631-0921
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Includes air & accommodations from
H Seattle
Prices are perperson Some taxes H
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anddestinations available.
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Check us out on the web: http://www.seattleu.edu/assu/index.htm

ASSUNEWS
—

1

YUUnAVt

I'

I
VZ.
7
Finance Report :

Kb.

rUJ

Appropriations Committee is a sub-committee of the Representative Assembly.

YOU HAVE HEARD THE CANDIDATES.
ham 1 tt
tr
-r-T»iiiNOW
IT IS
TIME ~rr\
T0.
VOTE!
f
V0
TE
V0
TE
V0
TE
V0
TE f

'

..

'

The committee is charged with the disbursement offunds to ASSU-affiliated

im-rt- t

-

clubs andorganizations Tne Appropriations budget this year is $50,000.

Minutes from Appropriations:
Monday, October 7, 2oo2

Primary Elections are here!
Vote TODAY! Thursday, October
") 3

~)G\G\~)

lIWTTI

College Republicans appropriated $0 to attend a
speech by Mayor Rudolph Giuliani.

17-QCin m

Check it OUt

On

Monday, October 14, 2002

\

W
(3Q
|g. M

WWW <;uonlinP Prill
WWW.bUOnLine.eaU

"^|

rt?^^the heCk iS ASSU?on
Wnat
Come find OUt at a

HallOWeen Open HOUSe, 011Monday, October 28,
2002, at 6:00 p.UI.
Take a look at the new ASSUOffice in the
Student Center, meet the Representatives and
SPOOKY treatS On ASSU^^JL
Check oytit out!

SOme

MM}

\^j^

Appropriations allocated each club and
organization that affiliates with ASSU $75.

Monday, October 21, 2002
Coalition for Global Concern appropriated $75 per
person, with maximum of 20 persons, to protest the
School of the Americas in Ft. Benning, Georgia.
Equestrian Club's request of $2,000 for horseback
g les ons abled until the comraittee receives

"

fd^

f

further information.

Questions regarding ASSU finances??? Contact:
Thomas Hackett, Vice President of Finance
(206)

296"6045' h- cl«tt

ea..ttieu..du

CLUBS ANNOUNCEMENTS
CLUBS...A
ASSEMBLY^/^ClubCALLING ALL
Information Session!

ife .CCuB.

REP.252-*
.si^*
2^
TKtL-^^m*^

,„ rr TrO
. r.£ -Jr
'

What is takingplace in America is
a war against the chiCd And we
accept that the mother can kiUher
chiCd, how can -we teCl otherpeopCe
not to killone another?

'^ASS J

if

-Mother leresa

.

v,

„

.

eMIT T
¥
University s Pro Life
Seattle
Club
Meets: Monday 7:00 p.m. in Casey 500
Questions? Contact SarahParker

(253)709-4600

s^

'

ZSDonsored

*

,

e

J^

More Questions?

Cal Student Govemmem at:

J

(206)296-6050

Ortnhpr 9*^
thp
nm in
9009 at
zo, ziuuz
ai 19-00
i^.uu p.m
in me
uciODer

Clubs Resource Room 380, in the
Student Center.
Co-Sponsored by Student Activites and
ASSU For extra information call Student
Activiities at (206) 296-6040 or by e-mail
at: sao@seattleu.edu
y
V

(^Ol Marksmanship C(ufr\ (

Mark those calendars for
"Broken Word Poetry Slam,"
A Free Nite at the Hawks Nest Bistro,
Friday, October 25, 2002
from 9:00 p.m. 11:00 p.m.
by the Student Activites
V

Oi

J\^

Poetry Slam

Office
'
(206) 296-6040

V^*^^^^

fmd out more on an issue?
Want to
,
"
aoottt>
Representative
S tOp by an ASSU
Ass£mbly Meeting Wednesday nights at
6:00 to meet your Representatives and

Recognition
Primary student contacts /
presidents and club treasurers must
ATTEND this mandatory meeting on

Join us at the gun range on "Friday,
October 25th (Members onCy).

American Society of \
Mechanical Engineers

The American Society ofMechanical
Engineers is having a bake sale to raise
'transportation,firearms, ammunition, funds for the year. The event will be on
andinstruction areprovided
the third floor of the Engineering
Building on October 30, 2002. The
Meet at 'BeCCarmine tfaCCat 2:lo ym.
Bake Sale starts at 8:00 a.iTLi^^
7or further information contact:
Cma Swrfo> tpresi(£mt 206-398-4660
For information contact:

J\

T>r.radie,Tacu(ftj Moderator
206-296-5422

I Tim Stapleton @ (206) 220-8121
yV

Check us out on the web: http://www.seattleu.edu/assu/index.htm
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Marketplace
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200. Help Wanted
—^^—

"

R- t H » T"
narienaer
trainees

Needed
1
1-800-293-3985
-1800 293 3985 ext.
ex 743

. ..

,

F
txcercise induced

.. ,

astnma.

Need albuterol when you
excercise?
excercise.AiiHMA
ASTHMA Inc
mc.is
is
conducting a research study
for nonsmokers 18-50. This
-study isfor an investigation^
use of an approved asthma
medication. Up to $750reimbursement fortimeandtravel.
7 visits over 5-12 weeks.Located near U-Village on Sand
Point Way. 206-285-1687 or
-888-400-7765.

.

-

„,„

Valet Attendant Average $8
-$12/hr. PT Positions Available. Paid Training. Great
Student Job! Call (206) 6334944EE0/AA^F/D/V.
_

"

-■

100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

"

13
400. Services

j

fW-i-wi.l^fc-r-i-.i--i-w«.i*-r
3.S S
GCIS

— — -—

Don Newman, carpenter on
NEED CREDIT? BAD
CREDIT?
campus, has a business employing homeless people.
CaU 322 4567 talk to John Guaranteedcredit approvals
Saddlemeyer for information
regardless of history!
on hiring these good workers
and gQod P^
GetCredit Cards
AFTER-SCHOOL COUNClear Up Bad Debts
SELORS -Villa Academy is Re-Establish Your Borrowseeking part-time counselors
ing Power

600. Misc.
Tne

.

fnr nnr xr

Visit www.pacificvp.com
children in a schooychurch/ today and receive aFREE
reCreational setting. Hours:
credit report!
1
M F 2:30-5:30 PM. Send a
500.For Rent
reSume/letter of interest to
drnyers@thevilla.org or call
4-Plex near SU on 13th and
(206)524-7009.'
E. Remington Ct. has apts.
available IBR $625' 2BR
400 Services
$750. Utilities included (water/sewer/garbage). Call 206
FREE CELLULAR
232 9865
PHONES
„
n
Representing
all major earn- T .,,,,
Lg,light, quiet, 1 bdrm plex,
ers ree n8 is ance No
parking iaundry, balcony,
r ar ng cnarges You P1(
$500 per mo, 4 month lease,
phO e & plan at 1S beSt
158 1lth Aye. 405-1503.

-

.

° "

.°

"

-

,\

37^8

-

-

RUMMAGE SALE
LAKESIDE SCHOOL
Saturday,
3 10/26, 9-4:30,Sun-

..

University Students
University
students

F
c
day, 10/27, 10-2. Furniture,
housewares, winter sports
equipment, sporting goods,

show your Student I.D.and
we will waive your application fee!

.

...

.

,
electronics
& computers. 145th and Ist
Avenue NE, Seattle. 206-4402925.
vintage clothing,

*

t^^^^

.

"

-

_

Earn $1,000- $2,000 this se"ster with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our programs make fundraising
easy
with no risks.
J
Fundraising dates are filing
quickly so get with the proram
orks Con[act
CampusFinder at (888) 923or
visit
wwwcimniitfundraisercom
www.campusfundraisenconL

Now Accepting Applications for these Wchly
Appointed
Apartment
FF
Homes.
Features Include:
* Controlled
Access
„,„
n
Underground Parking
*High-Speed DSL
*Track Lighting
*Walk-in-Closets
*PnvateDecks and Patio
*Washer/Dryers
-Breakfast Bar
*Small Pets Welcome
*Located across the street
Sea le University

.

.

.

y° ur first choice on First

t
experience with

—^—^^^

Fraternities ■ Sororities
Clubs student Groups

JEFFREY

sth cn-aHe" stnHent*

U
Must I
have

500. For Rent
6Q(K

I

Reserve YourHome Today
andCall
(206 86°- 7400

>
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Personals
Hey Brian,
My new Mercedez rocks !! Kenny, Ineed my $50 back.
the
weekend
Thanksfor
man. Come and see and envy it
Your party rocked!!!
-Jay
fellas.
-Jung
Danny,don't youdare go askNice game Sammy! Never "Really hate the fact that ing my girl out again! Got
had a competition that fierce Marinersdidn't even reached me!?!
before.
the playoff, but at lease we
-JMT can see some Angels making Dear Dad,
money... more!
history. GO ANGELS Need more
ME
From:
GO!!!"
Hey Nate, thanks for the recTo: Ivana, Diana, Novy,
ommendation man, Isave a
Viola, Bram, Moty, etc.
Dony lot of money this weekend.
Remember Friday, 7:00 PM Hey Lars, thanks for the treat
-Josh
SHARP!!!!
man. Iowe you one.

-Dan

To: All the students in Transportation and Logistics class, Hey guys, if youneed the text
book for PHIL 351, contact
"To all who came to the fo- me.
rum, enjoy the extra credits
Diana
guys."
Thanks for the support
-Mr. V
guys!!! This is really great, I
enjoyed my new job.
Why Biology Exam?? Why
Jackie
this week?? Ineed some
slack!!!
-Jody
Hoot for The Angels!!!!

"Brace yourself Cecile, it's
Toomuch work.Please letup not gonna hurt so bad going
on assigning busy work.Need to a dentist and getting your
tooht pulled."
time to sleep.
Mr. Smiley
Lipton,
Best regard,
Sleepless at SU Read a media advisory and
thought of you. See ya at the
STAFF,

Spectator PersonalsRocks!

7-11.
Lemon

SENDIN YOUR PERSONAL TODAY!

From: Albert
To: Joey
"Congratulations on your
new job man. Hope you do
better with thisone."

To: MKTG 356 students
"Prepare for your midterm
next week and good luck
guys!"
-BZ

Wrestlemania is coming to
Seattle baby!
"
The Spectator October24, 2002

THE DROP BOX IS AVAILABLE
IN THE NEW STUDENT CENTER
FRONT DESK.
Personals are free and appear in every issue.
Personals are a great way to get a message out
on campus, say hello to a friend, or even wish
someone a happy birthday.
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Editorial

REFERENDUM 51

Protestors: Don't shoot
yourselves in the foot

Shall ta*«s be jacked up to h«lp start

a bunch of road projects?

What's the point of a protest whenall you do is hurt your cause?
In a city as diverse and liberal as Seattle, we see a lot ofprotests. And
more often than should be,participants choosemethods of getting their
point across that do more to offend people and turn them against their
cause.

Casein point:the anti-abortionprotest thattookplace onBroadwayand
Madisonlast Monday. While we're not takingone position or another on
—
abortion this staff is a little too diverse to everdo that the image of a
man (seen on our cover) in bloody medical scrubs, holding a plastic
representationof an aborted fetus and carrying a hugepicture ofa bloody,

—

aborted fetus, was just...gross.
It's safe to say thatthe gentlemaninquestion feels verypassionateabout

abortion. That's fine.But grossingpeople out and offending themis only
going to turn them against the anti-abortion cause, if anything. That's

because anti-abortion activists will only add to their reputation as "fanatics," and few, if any, will take them seriously.
Don't believe us? Take a look at Al Qaeda. If you ever sat down and
listened to the fanatic (there's that wordagain)Islamic group's beef with
America,you'd see they havesome good points. But when they choose to
spreadtheir messagebyblowingupembassies and threateningto take out
our President, it's hard— to say the least— to take them seriously. And
after Sept. 11, it willbe almost impossiblefor any kind ofIslamic/Middle
Eastern group to ever get past the "fanatic" label.
In the case of anti-abortionists,it's hard not to label them as fanatics,
giventhe assassinations ofabortion doctors,bombing ofabortion clinics,
and so on.Granted,holding up icky signs and dolls isn'ton that levelof
insanity, but it certainly doesn't help someone who might have been
willing to hear them out.
But it's not just some extreme anti-abortionistswho giveprotestors a
bad name.
Back in 1999, WTO protestors showed just how out of hand and
misguided aprotest can get. Not to mention that the majority of "protestors" didn't even know what they were protesting theyjust saw it as an
opportunity tobreakstuffand getsome freeshoes— the ones whoactually
wereaware of the WTO and whatit stands for weren'tvery effective in
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R-51 is only a beginning
budget, will be forced to remain
unfinished until more taxes and
money can be allocated. U.S.395
alone will require $1.4 billion in

nine more seems unlikely. This
means funding will have to be
sucked fromother important areas.
Referendum 51 is abadideabased
addition to the $206 million R-51 simply onprinciple.
Toraise the priceofgas, as harsh
provides. All seven ofthese "mega
projects" will require more funding as it sounds,might be a fairly good
andmoreinitiatives to be passed to ideain the long run.It wouldcause
complete them.
people to think moreof how much
CHRIS IBERLE
Voters may be mislead by the they driveand what their otheropSpectator Columnist
fact that this initiative only starts tions might be toget where they're
Transportation woes currently these projects— most don't even going, and the money could go to
funding these alternatives or other
plague the Seattle community, its

doing little to alleviate it.

The largest project that R-5 1in-

tends to start is thatof expandingI-405 Eastside and other freeways
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SPECIAL HQTE TQ VOTERS

outlyingareas and theentirestate of
gettinga cJearpointacross. Anyone who watchedthe news onlysaw riots, Washington.
poorly thought-out signs ("NO WTO" and WTO MUST GO"aren't too
A new initiative coming up for a
memorable,or witty, for that matter),andhalfnaked women freezing their vote on Nov. 5 is Referendum 51
(R-51), which supporters say will
butts off.
Of course the media does plays a role here (doesn'tit always?). But be a large step towardsfixing some
while it's true most news outlets only reporton the sensational protests, of the problems of congestion and
therefore making it easy to see why some protestorsget so out of hand, decrepit highways. The bill would
raise the gas tax by nine cents, inthat's not anexcuse to degrade yourself or your cause.
However, wanting toget on the news is noreason toturn others against crease trucking fees by 30 percent
you. The point is to get people toroot for your cause, not for the cops to and add a one percent sales tax on
come take youaway.
new and used vehicles.
But would this really solve our
There's nothing wrong withbeing passionateabout something.It'spart
of what makes us human. But act like you've got some home training.
transit problems? Idoubt it.
The supposed $7.8 billion for
TheSpectator EditorialBoard consists of Nicole Retana, transportationprojectsmayonlyadd
Scan Reid, Austin Burton and JC Santos. Signed to our strife in the long run while
NECESSARILY OF

(conntct th* Wms)

suchas U.S. 395 throughSpokane,
StateRoute 504nearMt.St.Helens,
State Route 520 and the Alaskan
Way Viaduct.
Buttheseprojects, eatingupmore
than a quarter of the $7.8 million

The supposed
$7.8 billion for
transportation
projects may only
add to our strife
in the long run
while doing little
to alleviate it.

congestion but contribute to it by
persuading people to drive more
often and drivea greaterdistance to
get to work, also contributing to
urban sprawl. Too often, Americans simply get in their cars without thinkingofthe alternatives,and
this is harmful to our environment
and our safety.
R-5 1 only encouragesus to drive
more while contributing to urban
sprawl and leading us down a path
involving more money and more
taxes to be passed. The projects
have one tenthof themoney needed may not even solve our transportato finish them. This means more tion problems, evenif they are finmoney willbe funneled from other ished. Ride your bike and vote no
services and areas, such as public on R-51.
transportation, or more initiatives
would have to be passed with in- Chris Iberle is a freshman
creasing funding stipulations. One Journalism major. Contact him
R-5 1might be passed, but to pass atiberle ©seattleu. edu
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areas of need.
But to raise the price of gas in
order toallow people to drivemore
seems tobe harmful in the longrun.
Expanding freewaysmay not solve
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U.S. foreign policy causes trouble abroad
Bushbelieves that all wehave to

CHARLES WESLEY
Spectator Columnist
Let's face it. Saddam Hussein
didn't have anything to do with
Osamabin Laden.
Ordidhe? If9/11didn't happen,
we wouldn't be talking about invading Iraq today. But Iask, if
Saddam Hussein didn't happen,
would webe talking about 9/11?
President George Bush would
lovefor youto believethat Saddam
Hussein was responsible for three
thousand dead New Yorkers. It
wouldmake iteasierfor him to sell
the American public on war. But
whatis beingoverlooked isthe real
cause behind the terrorist attacks:
American foreign policy.

do to be secure is invade Iraq, remove SaddamHussein andliberate
theIraqi people.He dreams at night
of thousands of Iraqis dancing in
the streets like the French did in
Paris during World War 11.Hehonestly believes that the Iraqis want
the U.S. to invade.
Yetwhen Iread the newspaper,I
see
seeno supportfor this.In fact,I
the opposite. Many Iraqis interviewedby westernjournalists voice
their displeasure with Saddam
Hussein. But when asked about
America removing him, they are
adamantly against it. They would
rather deal with Saddam than be
invaded by America.
Should this be so surprising?
Saddamwasbrought to powerby
the West. The Russians and the
French invested millions in Iraq,
andReaganturned theCIA loosein
support of Iraq against Iran. An
influx offoreign investmentlooked
like Iraq wouldbe an example of
the benefits of modernization. In a

documentaryI
saw this weekend on
Hussein, Iheard about the good

things he did for his country when
he came to power.

Saddam created new infrastructure with modernhospitals anduniversities, both free to the public, as
well as a literacy program that received praise from the United Nations for itseffectiveness.However
as the program noted, this allcame
with a price: their freedom.
Evil as Saddam is, the average
Iraqi'slife wasn't so bad (solong as
you followed his rules).
Saddam envisioned himself as a
benevolent dictator. Things didn't
take a decided turn for the worse
until the United States invaded and
imposed economic sanctions.Since
then, millions have died from ill—
ness mostly children and the elderly.
ForIraqis, thereis littlereason to
be excited about a return of the
West. During Britain's attempt at
colonizingIraqin the early 1900's,
theRAFbombed Iraqi villages that

didn'tpay theirtaxes.When Saddam
gassed the Kurds in the north, the
Reagan administration initially
blamed Iran.France was building a
nuclear reactorforSaddam untilthe
Israeli air force bombed it. Many
civilians havebeenkilledby errant
bombs droppedonIraqi air defense
sites between the end of the Gulf
War and now.
No wonder they're leery of us.
It was because of this that the
fundamentalists were able to gain
somuch supportin the Arabworld.
Americanplanes, helicopters,tanks
and guns arekilling Palestinians in
Israel, the American military has
become a fixture in Saudi Arabia
and American sanctions havebeen
starving millions of Iraqis for a decade. And all the while Al Qaeda
gained more and more support.
Nobody wouldhave listened to bin
Laden if it weren't for all of these
things.
So Iguess Saddam and Osama
are linked. But their link isn't part—
nership it is opposition.

Osama has as much dislike for
Saddam as he has for America, because inhis eyes, we're all nonbelievers.
The crux ofBush's argument for
war rests upon morality and security.He sees this conflict as a battle
for the very existence of civilization. Yet when one looks at the

realities of the situation, invasion
seems likethe worstroute toattaining peace and security.
Ten years ago Iwas in elementary school when Bush Sr.invaded
Iraq. The effect ofhis invasion was
Osama bin Laden. Iworry, sitting
at this desk as a twenty-year-old
university student, what the effect
of Bush Jr.'s invasion will be. I
don't want to wake up on morning
as a thirty-year-old father and have
to explain to my son or daughter
why angry terrorists blew up the
Sears Tower.
Charles Wesley is a junior
English major. Contact him at
wesleyc©seattleu. edu

Letters to the Editor:
its.Their commitment to the poor
and to excellence in studies was
fueled bya passion for the reign of
God. Jesuit spirituality seeks to
recognize
that all is gift and that
encouraged
by
Mark
Iwas
and
critiquing
self-gift
some
love are themeasures
Bonicillo'scolumn
sreigninjustice and
University's
justice.
emof
God'
elements Seattle

Tensionbetween
faith and justice

phasis on "educating for justice."

[SU's Emphasis on Social Justice
Misguided]. First of all, it'snice
toknow that this emphasis,central
toaJesuit education,hasraised the
levelofconsciousness throughout
the student body so that it'snow a
matter for debate.
Bonicillo rightly says ". .the
promotion of social justice at SU
encouragesthe belief that justice is
anessentialpartof the faith Moreover,students are strongly encouraged to live a 'faith that does justice.' SU's promotion of social
justice as key to theuniversity education is inspirational, admirable,
commendable,passionate,and idealistic." And then he adds, "it is
also misguided," andhe objects to
placing social justice at the center
of an SU education because it
downplays the centrality of faith
andheads ondowna slippery slope
of thinking wecan create"theking—
dom of God here on carth a
project that is not truly ours." All
these are all very good observaagree withallofthem.
tions. And I
danger
is twofold. 1) 1
But the
might
agree that a
think Bonicillo
commitmenttojustice withoutfaith
can lead to ideological bitterness
oranew roundofoppressioninthe
name of justice, but at the same
time,I
wouldaddthat 2) faith separated from a justice commitment
can lead to a disembodied
devotionalism or to religious zealotry or to anarcissistic spirituality.
The challenge is to hold faith and
justice in creative tension so that
they each nourish and purify the
other.
This balance and tensionof energies characterized the first Jesu-

.

.

V

here and now to be embraced andembodied eventhough
we know full well we see only a
pale shadowof itsfullness tocome.
love is

a

Bonicillo's column has the potential for opening up a rich dialogue
on thecampus among people ofall
faiths— Muslim,Jewish, Christian
(in all its various hues), Buddhist
and so forth. A genuine interreligious dialogue can more fully address a "faith that does justice."
What better place to engage the
challenge than at a Jesuit university—within and as appropriate to
all our different academic disciplines?
—Patrick Howell SJ
Dean, School of Theology and
Ministry

Kingdom of God
our responsibility
Christhas no body nowon earth
but yours, no hands but yours, no
feet but yours. Yours are the eyes
through which to look out Christ's
compassionto the world. Yoursare
thefeet withwhichHeis togoabout
doing good. Yours are the hands
with which He is to bless others
now.

-St.Teresaof Avila
Dear Editors,
I
believe the above quote speaks
powerfully to challenge the view
presentedby Mark Bonicilloinlast
week's Spectator. Last week,
Bonicillo spoke out against the focus of social justice at Seattle University. He wrote that we shouldbe
more concerned withthedivine life.
Bonicilloextended his argumentby
stating, "If we continue to place

social justice at the core of an SU
education and'educate for justice,'
we are heading towards a slippery
slope,creating the kingdom of God
here on earth-a project that is not
truly ours."
In contrast,I
believe thatcreating
the kingdomofGodhere on earthis
thecentral part ofourCatholic faith

andourexistence onearth. We are
called to be prayerful, to have an
unrelenting faith in a transcendent
and imminent God. However, we
are also called to be like Jesus, to
feed the hungry, to clothe the naked, and to live out our faithinour
actions onearth.
Moreover, in the most essential
prayer of our Catholic faith, the
Lord's Prayer, it is stated, "Thy
KingdomCome,Thy Willbe Done,
OnEarthas itisInHeaven." Clearly,
weare called toyearn forand create
this kingdomonearth. Thatis why
weare Christians. Thatis why we
read the Gospels to hear Jesus'
example and to learn to livelikehe
did, helping to create what God
wantshere on earth.
In myopinion,SU'semphasis on
social justiceprovides an excellent
exampleof what Jesuit education is
all about. Jesuit education has the
mission tocreatestudentsdedicated
toact for the common goodofsociety. Furthermore, living a "faith
that does justice" is a wonderful
lesson for all students at a Jesuit
university to use in their lives, regardlessofreligion,political affiliation,orchoice ofcareer. Peopleof
diverse faiths, political ideologies,
and career paths can learn much
fromlessonsonhow tocreatesocial
justice. Seattle Universityprovides
thoseopportunities for learninghow
tocreate amorejust world through
its classes, service projects, andforumssuch as Soup withSubstance.
We are verylucky tohaveaPresidentlikeFr.Sundborgwhoencourages us to live a "faith that does
justice." We are also fortunate to

—

havewonderfulprofessors likeGary
Chamberlain who remind us that
ourCatholic faithmeans littleifitis
notusedtobuildajustworld. These
campus voices remind us that it
truly is our role to create the Kingdomhere onearth. So goout, serve,
live justly, and listen up because
there is much to be heard at SU.

Then reflect, like all good Jesuit
University students should.
In Peace and Justice,
Marc Cote, Senior

Bonicillo is in the
Dark... Ages
Dear Spectator Editors,
Regarding the "Social Justice
Misguided" article (Oct. 17): Is
MarkBonicilloliving intheMiddle
Ages?The "OurFather"helearned
as alO year-old even says it is our
project to bringabout the Kingdom
of Godhere on earth. "Faith withoutactionisdead" is in theBiblefor
goodreason:ourfaithwill bejudged
by our works, our faith is manifested in our works, our relationship with God is the core of our
faith.Oscar Romero, St. Aloysius,
andMother Theresa (wassocialjustice their so-called "substitute for
God"?)all turnedoverintheirgraves
when thatarticle wenttoprint. Way

— James

to go.

Leave knee jerk
activism in the 60s
Editor, The Spectator

I've been at the hallowed halls
of Seattle University for almost a
monthnow. I'm very much enjoyingitso far.However,somethingis
rearing its ugly little head. This
thing that stinks like a pair of high
school gym jocks is knee jerk political activismof the anti-war variety by students.
Theknees all jerk inunisonand

_____^
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Santana, Senior
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theyjerk so fastthatI
think I'vegot
whiplash. In fact,Imight be contacting a personal injury attorney
to see ifI
have acase. All I
hearis
the same angst ridden whining
about how all we need is some
goodfaith in peace. Good faithin
peace?That works, but only with
people who actuallyhave faith in
peace. Prime exampleis theIsraelis andPalestianians... that is faith
in peace at work. Saddam and his
boys?Oh sure...it'll work.Repeating the same insipid, tired Utopian
solutions never works.
It seems like students want to
go back to 1968.1looked outside
the other day. Ilooked at a calendar.I
realized that itisn't 1968.Do
Ihave an inaccurate calendar? As
for the activist professors who are
reliving the good old days of '68.
I'd ask myself if the young faces
hanging on yourevery wordaren't
practicing that old Americaninstitution of brown nosing. Trust me,
unlike romantic, knee jerk political activism, brown nosing never
goes out of style.
You say our foreign policy is
simplistic? Well, sois a mushroom
cloud. If calling that which is evil
"evil" and believing that wemust
act inour nationalinterest against
a megalomanical madman is simplistic thenIhave to say that Iam
a proud resident of Simpletonville.
—Paul Delaney,Freshman,Journalism

The Spectator welcomes
commentaryfrom our

campus community. Please
limit letters to 350 words
andsubmit them by mail or
to spectator©seattleu.edu
byMonday at 5:00p.m. for

same-weekpublication.
The Spectator reserves the
right to correct or edit
submissions.

CAMPUS VOICE

What do you see?...

"Two ladies wearing kimonos."
Richard Reyes, senior, communications
"A chick laying in the lake with
her reflection."
Asta Johnson (left), junior, biology

"Two people
standing side
by side."
Ryan Camacho,
junior,
international
studies

"Two Spanish women dancing
back to back with buns in their
hair and the moons of Venus and
Mercury in the background."
Tori Morales (right), junior,
psychology

"Feet or a Saber tooth tiger."
Andy Howe, freshman,
electrical engineering
abby Laxa / Staff photographer, Clare Mamura /

Staff Reporter

"A tarantula."
Kyle Bond (left), freshman, communications
'Two people holding hands."
Kevin Johnson (right), freshman, mechanical

engineering

